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The observation of core excitons with binding energies much 
larger than those of the valenoe excitons in the same material has 
posed a long-standing theoretical problem [1 J. Here we. review Stir 
proposed solution to this problem [ 2  J and show that Frenkel
eiccitons and : ©xcitohs ’ can coexist naturally in /a single
material * ' A primary-edge oore exciton is created by exciting a 
oore electron to an orbital with energy in the forbidden gap below 
the.’ lowest conduction band edge. Such an exciton may be either a 
Frenkel oxciton or a Vanniei* ;<9Xciton, depending on the strength of 
the static oore-hole potential in the ceafral-cell. Frenkel
resonances may occur above the primary gap even when the 
primary-gap excitono are extended, effective-mass Wannier states. 
We have predicted the major chemical trends in the binding energies 
of core Frenkel excitons in sincblende semiconductors, including 
the dependences ont (i) the host, (ii) the site to vhich the oore 
hole is attached, (iii) the angular momentum or irreducible 
representation of the olectron orbital , and (iv) tUe atom or 
impurity excited in the core transition. Furthermore, we have 
exhibited how a surface or interface alters theao results l_"5 *4j and 
how the presence of a spectator imparity adjacent to the
c.ora-.^xcAted atom [5 j affects, the Frenkel exciton binding eniegy.

T o r  simplicity, the theory neglects the long-range
electron-hole interaction and treats only tho central-cell 
potential of the core hole. This potential is obtained empirically
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in the optical alchemy approximation [6 ): a core-excited atom of
nuclear charge Z is virtually Identical to an impurity of charge 
Z+1. Thus, this theory of -Frank© 1 QXcitohs is formally equivalent 
to the theory of deep impurities 1.7.1: a core exciton id of the
Frenkel type if its "optical transmutant" forms a deep "impurity" 
level; Shallow impurity levels correspond to Warinier excitons. 
(in this model, Wannier excitons have zero binding energy, because 
the long-range electron-hole interaction is negleoted.) Details of 
the paloulatiohs may be found elsewhere 1.7 !• If the central-cell 
potential of the core hole is strong enough to bind an electron , 

then the primary-gap exciton is predicted to be a Frenkel excitons 
otherwise an effective-mass Wannier state is to be expected.

Fig. 1 displays the predicted core exciton energies versus 
defect potential for excitation of substitutional imparities at 
anion and oation sites in various zinoblende semiconductors I.2 J. 
These figures correspond to Frenkel excitons with A, (s-like) 
electrons; hence for dipole-excitation the hole level must be 
p-like. The ordinate is the Frenkel exciton energy and the 
absoissa is the defect potential. The various impurities to which 
the core hole is attached are indicated on the abscissa; each 
curve corresponds*to a particular host. For example, the theory 
prediots that the Si 2p core exciton (Si in Si) with its k, 

electron is not Frenkel-like but is Wannier-like and just barely ao 
(a Frenkel resonance, whioh can be deduced by extrapolating Fig.
1, is predicted just 0.02eV above the gap). Corresponding curves 
for T^ (p-iike) electrons are given elsewhere 2 J and predict a 
primary-gap bound Ga 3d Frenkel exoiton in Gap and Frenkel 
resonances above the bafod gap in GaAs and GaSb; these predictions 
are in excellent agreement with the measurements of Aspnes et al. 
l7j. ; ■ ; ~  —

Core Frenkel excitons, unlike Wannier excitons, sense the 
details of the local environment of the oore hole; therefore, 
surfaces, interfaces, or speotator impurities ean significantly 
shift an d : split Frenkel exoiton energies. At a surface or at an 
interface the A|-electron Frenkel exciton is shifted in energy, and 
the Tg-electron exciton is split into three components l9jv In the 
bulk a nearest-neighbor spectator impurity produces a two-fold 
degenerate it- like orbital and two non-degenerate c-like orbitals 
for the electron in the Frenkel exciton [5 ]» Complete discussions 
of these cases will be available soon in the literature.
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Fig. 1. The predicted core exciton binding energies of excitons 

with electrons in A.--symmetric orbitals a n d’holes attached to the 
labelled impurities, after Ref. [ 2 J. Each curve corresponds to a 
semiconductor host.
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